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Herewith for your information
is
on Domestic Operations Base (DOB)
by a copy of a paper done for me

::1	 I had felt there
might be an opportunity for some
savings here, particularly in
personnel, and I still do. 	 However
Don informs me you are actively
_concerned, in resolving- the complica'

omissues involved and that some time
will be needed to work them aut.
Therefore,. I'll retire to the
sidelines and wish you luck.
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C.,has seen an

unfinished draft of Don's paper.
You may wish to send this copy to7.
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SUBJECT: A:mastic Operations Dose (DOB)

Eack ).so ind

1. In the early 1950's "cold war" thinking was largely conditioned. by
the experience of World War U. There was much preoccupation with preparations
for hot war when it was feared the Red Army might quickly overrun most of
EUrope. In such event it was envisioned that there vtul4 be substantial
dissidence inside most of the overrun countries. tinder 8C 10/2 (June 1948)
end NSC 5412/2 (DeceMber 1955) CIA had certain responsibilities to support
the military in wartime sad various directives evolved relating to the peace-
time preparation of such support. These were very general. =was to
organize resistance, guerrilla warfare, sabotage, I &E, etc. The early •
requireaents lists from the JCS, while specific, were unrealistic and concerned
mostly individual demolition targets. Subsequently the U.S. Army Special Forces
were organized and the individual target concept vas replaced by another based
on specific locations or "Vit Areas" from which the Special Forces teams would
operate. The JCS wanted CIA to provide advance knowledge about dissidence in
each area and the reans for linking up Special Forces with the dissidents. This
implied sleeper agents to be activated in time of war. CIA declined to accept
the requirements in this fora but agreed to develop agents who would be
externally held and who could. be pre-positioned in the areas to receive the
Special Forces teams. This is still the bailie concept for fulfilling the JCS
wartime requirements in the Denied Areas. In the non-Denied Areas CIA's
response to JCS requirements generally took the fora of tripartite (with MI-6)
and bi-partite arrangeraents with security services and/or the military aimed
toward developing stay-behind nets. The following discussion is concerned
only with the Denied Areas problem In Surope and the concept of eater:144 held
agents which vu developed to meet JCS Wartime revirements.

Dante st	 DOB

2. The JCS designated specific "Or Areas" each of which wan basically
an area of 25-mile radius on given coordinates. In the 1962 planning cycle the
number of such areas in the CIRCEUR area had reached 101 of which 56 were in
Denied AreaS. The basic plan called for a three-man team to drop into the area
on the outbreak of war and prepare to receive the Special Forces teams. The
responsibility to develop and maintain these reception teams fell to SR Division's
Domestic Operations 2444 (DOB) Which was SR's "field base" for =WOK operations.
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In shore order the servicing of the JCS reqeirements came to dominate the
activitees of DOB to the virtual exelusioa of aetivity orieated toward CIA
unienteeallexele. Later, some broadening of he concept took place espec4to3y
in connection with the Berlin crises when EH Avision needed atandby capabilities
welch DeB wee able to provide from its pool ce trainees who had teen recruitee
orieina:ely for USSR operations. This led to he training of agents by DOB for

Diviolon end uebsequently HE Division and lAS requirements were also met.
Thus, there has been some email diversion and diversification of DOB assets
tovard uerving the unilateral cold-war needs of CIA.

3. In recoveition of the erasion concern character of M o s activities the
responsebility for DOB was turned over to Doeastic Operations Division in
Febru.ax7,- 1964. DCB is now a DOD project budeoted at $180,000 for 1965 With a -
T/0 of 1.1. agency personnel plus some TM' cameo as well aa contracted personnel.
At the beginning of Fe 1963 DOB bad a stoalcpile of 109 trainees and there were
ple.ns to train about 30 more agents during the year and to give a refresher
cearze to 40 old. grads. DOB offices are located at Alexandria, Virginia and
the nele training site is at Port Meade, tAaryland. The agents are scattered	 eeF,about tee Un.ited. States. DOB maintains contact with them, pays thee $200 each -----
per yew and mobilizei some of them to participate in vez games exorcises with
the mi1etax7 from time to time.

Validity of JCS  Requirements

4.Increare egly during the past year or two the validity of the basic
concept behied. the JCS wartime xenuirements hes been called. into question. CIA's
crowing cold, war responsibilities around the Globe have led, to a re-appraisal
of the present Clay threat to which the continued develoement and maintenance of
an externally held agent cadre directed toward. the USSR and European theaters
clone SeCCIS to have little relevance. The DD/P now takes the position that
these requirements are based on an out-dated eoncept because (a) oubstantial
dissicleece no longer exists sad (b) the threae of general war has receded.
Moreover, the neture of the threat has chaneecl in the Peet decade end vs ,are
now concerned mostly with little liars in backeard areas. A survey by DD/P SOD
of all /gamy operations directed. toward *ICS hot war requirements (including
non-Deni ed. Areas) served to reinforce the ED/P i a position and two mein develop«
meuats hive ensued.. A lettet has gone forward. In December 1964 to the Jea
sueeeestieg that a review of the requirements is in order. Consideration is
being given ithin the Agency to ways in which DOB assets can be converted to
serve CIA unilateral needs and the effect that reorigatation of DOB'S fitters
activiti as toward CIA' a cold vex requirements would have on existing Agency
activities related to counter insurgency training.

Present Status
•••■•■■=00.10.0•■•■■••■•••■•■111....10

5. Ws brings us to ether. we _are today. Discussions have yet to get
underway with the JCS and extensive preparatioa and preLIMinary stops socz to
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be required in advance of any high level resolution of the problem. The DOS
trainirg prcelem for 1965 has virtually ground to a Wt. One class of five
has been trained and the second class is not likely to be held at all. The
DD/P censiders that the 'XS hot war requirements can largeler be satisfied. by
effect:l ye maintenance of the cadre of agents already in existence. Meanwhile,
DOB is taking inventory of the scents on hand to determine how many have the
qualifJcaticas and would be dioposed to serve in areas other than their native e' 1-e-
lands. (The DCB trainees are US citizens originating in one of the Denied Areas
countries who yere recruited for service in their former homelaeds in time of -
war). Of those contacted so far, apprecdmately two-thirds have reap:aided affirm,
atively aed without qualification to the prospect of their being uved in areas
other than the one for which they were recruited and in situations ohort , of hot.
war. These are scents with aptitudes and training including WIZ who are of
potential usefelness to CIA new and. in the Altura in the various insurgency
situations which the Agency is called lepon to deal with. Language capabilities .
of this group are being surveyed and perhaps sem lanemaee training will result.
Similarly, up-dating of W/ capabilities with new coemm gamr is in prospect.

6. It is apparent from the above that roo activities are at a low ebb.
Obligations through December 1 64 totaled *59,000 out of $180,000 budgeted. pcs
is in the unfortunate status of having had its Charter withdrawn (albeit
informally) and not yet replaced. Efforts to reorient the prOgrma toward Agency
objectives nest take place within the larger framework of the Agency's total
paramilitary effort. DOB's unilateral efforts to druritlp requirements !net the
area divisions have met with little success.

Corment  on Problems Involved

7. The relifications and problems involved are numerous. It should be
noted telt externally held agents do not in truth meet with the JCS requiromaate
which a:m for agents inside the denied. eves. Since lie regard the receuitment
of eleepers in ?lace as not feasible we have sold the JCS on the idea of
"pro-po3itioaing" externally held agents 'which have been trained and held in
readine3s for the purpose of linking ep the Epecial Forces with the dissident
element. But since our agents are external they, too, have the same require..
rent as the Special Forces; i.e., some knovledge of the diosidents and the means
to contlet them. Furthermore, SR Division feels that our agents would be
spotted as strangers in the area and 'would. be taken for provocateurs by any
dissideet factions they might encounter. Thus they leek the basic capability
to perfene their prorYmisaion Which is to contact the dissidents.

8. The whole question of dissidence in the Denied Areas is AA open one. .
NIE 10-J8 (Anti Communist Resistance Potential, etc.) is out of data. The 11C8
has askod far a revision which is now pending. This request grew out of their
need to justify the Special Forces. It has ended up eaneWhero in DD/I as a
study on vulnerabilities of the Soviet population but eeersa to be et7oieit for
lade of information.
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9. It is understood. that ve are rdluctent simply to drop the so-called
hot wax requireeents back in the 18.20 of the JCS. As recently as 1962
General Cart1t reaffirmed CIA acceptance of then (for servicing through external
aPents end ateyeehind arrangements). But we don't really believe in them and
haee deelined to place sleeper agents in Denied Areas as JCS originally wanted.
because this kind of effort has to be reserved. for intelligeace targets of
current interest. Thera is little enough success to point to and nothing Is
left aver for sleepers. We seen to fear that Should we reject the JCS require*
ecnta oetriget, however, this would lead. the military to try to satisfy them
themeeltes. This raises all kinds of opectres we don't like end in the event
the nthtery wee successful in recruiting in Denied Areas they would. be led.
right izto the clandestine collection busine•s. One* they had, an agent behind
the cetWaterho could communicate, the teeptation to WA him could net be
resiatel.

10. What we Would like would be recognitioa ber tha :CS that their require*
mente ace out of date. Instead of conmitting bodies (externally held agents) to
pin-Toitted areas on the map, we would like requirements in tarns of intelligence
informaeion needs on more general areas specifying such items as mood and.
of the :1)eoplo, guerrilla cmeabilitiee, potential dissident leaders, etc. We
vent reaiatic plAnwing which takes into acccunt CIA's tale, Capabilities la
their ral. range.

Conclue"%en

11. We are fairly confident that in due *verse, hopeftell,y before the end.
of the :Incal yamr, the jOS requirements will either be withdrawn or drastically
modifiel. The =cal problem now is that to do with DOB. She DD/P area division
requirelents have not been forthcoming in sufficient volume to justify the
project. The moat hopeful development is the very recent joint requirement of
Attica Division and SOD which has led to a survey new going on of old DCO agents
for use in the Congo on a opecific project. If the survey turns up the
neeeesay tventy men there will be a flurry of activity which any keep DOB busy
the reetlinder 02 the fiscal year. Success with the (I _.:project could lead to
e.dditional spotting, recruiting and training for joint SOD/AF projects. If not,
it will be difficult indeed to justify renewal °PIA/DEM

12. It appears to this observer that DOB could be more efficientarintegrated
into the CIA paramilitary program if it were managed by OOD instead. of DOD. At
present each iseue that arises Involves negotiation emong DOD, COD, and the area
division concerned. SOD has the responsibility for the ntprogrqa and should.
control all operational aspects 'which are not clearly the function of the area
divisims. DOD need not be involved. Integration with SOB would permit SOD
to sort out the relationships with it other training projects, especially
IUM,EL (American citizens) and IUD= (foreipers). Some of the reel estate
might continue to to useful to SOD olthou& the separation of the offices trete
the trainiag site makes for an inefficient (*oration now. Ma he a cadre
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experienced training officers who are uset to working together on parsuailitary
subject matter. It has spotting and recruiting facilitiee particularly for
Anerican citizens. Problems such as DOB's military cover and orientation toward
US citizens only Which at present are stmablIng:blocks to vork.ing with SOD
could be resolved more easily under SOD manasement.

13. The current IG survey of DOD will take cognizance of the DOB problem:.
It is recommended that WAN await the 1G recommendations 'with regard to DOB
and follow up as appropriate during the forthcoming 1966 program bearings.
should also be noted that ADD/ P has awatchful eye on DOB aml has stimulated
several actions which have been noted above looking toward the eventual
resolution of the internal and external Issues involved. la conclusion the
writer wishes to observe that DOB *ma to be avell run activity *which bas
been carrying out its assigned sisal= in good taabloo.•

Distribution:
Orig. - Aildrann^^
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